Name: Randy Scott

Profile Date: April 9 2021

Born: August, 1954 in St. Catherine's, Ontario
Voted in to the WCMC WCMC - 2014
First Bike : 1969 Suzuki 500 titan
Current Bikes: Kawasaki Concours 1400
Bikes owned: 1969 Suzuki 500 titan , 1965 Norton Atlas, 850 Norton, Honda
450 cl, 125 Kawasaki, Can Am 250 MX that I ice raced several years and
finished 9th at the Canadian championship in 250 junior in Bewdley on Rice
Lake, 1971 Kawasaki 500 triple chambered and 60 thou over wicked fast, 1974
750 Honda with rear sets, Dunstall exhaust and Akron rims, 1975 Kawasaki 500
triple, 1975 Yamaha TZR 250 street version of their production road racer,
Bultaco 360 Astro that I bought above the Arctic circle in the Yukon, Yamaha
650 with a Track master frame, Kawasaki 175 KDX,1967 Suzuki 250 X6 Hustler
and too many parts to remember. Kawasaki Concours 1400

1969 Suzuki T500 Titan
I became interested in motorcycles at a very young age. I started on a buddies
mini bike and then up to a Honda 90 that we rode in the dirt, lots of time two
up. We just beat that poor thing. The oil level dip stick broke off in the motor
so when you were riding down the trail flat out sometimes it would get sucked
up in the tranny and lock everything up. When we tore the motor out of the
frame we had to split the cases to weld them up and that dip stick was like a
piece of tinfoil.
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The reason I joined the club was I had been coming out for decades for the
racing both in summer and winter when the track used to be flooded for snow
mobile races. It seemed to be a great bunch of like minded guys that I would
like to hang out with and I haven’t been disappointed yet.

Can Am MX 250 that I Ice Raced

Ice Racing
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I have been involved with race marshalling over the last 15 years, mostly for
motorcycle road racing, including Moto GP at Indy and Laguna Seca several
times. I travelled to the Indy car races at St. Peters, Formula 1 at Montreal
several times and Austin, Texas. I have done tons of regional races at
Shannonville, Mosport, Calabogie and lots of Flat Track Canada races all over
the place. I have also worked the Daytona 200 motorcycle race several times
and a couple of Moto America races in Pennsylvania. I’m usually at a race track
every weekend of the summer and in the winter work the car ice races in
Minden.
I am proud to be a member of the WCMC and enjoy the camaraderie and
friendships I have developed since joining.
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